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Cascade of phase transitions and Dirac 
revivals in magic-angle graphene

U. Zondiner1,5, A. Rozen1,5, D. Rodan-Legrain2,5, Y. Cao2, R. Queiroz1, T. Taniguchi3,  
K. Watanabe3, Y. Oreg1, F. von Oppen4, Ady Stern1, E. Berg1, P. Jarillo-Herrero2 ✉ & S. Ilani1 ✉

Twisted bilayer graphene near the magic angle1–4 exhibits rich electron-correlation 
physics, displaying insulating3–6, magnetic7,8 and superconducting phases4–6. The 
electronic bands of this system were predicted1,2 to narrow markedly9,10 near the magic 
angle, leading to a variety of possible symmetry-breaking ground states11–17. Here, 
using measurements of the local electronic compressibility, we show that these 
correlated phases originate from a high-energy state with an unusual sequence of 
band population. As carriers are added to the system, the four electronic ‘flavours’, 
which correspond to the spin and valley degrees of freedom, are not filled equally. 
Rather, they are populated through a sequence of sharp phase transitions, which 
appear as strong asymmetric jumps of the electronic compressibility near integer 
fillings of the moiré lattice. At each transition, a single spin/valley flavour takes all the 
carriers from its partially filled peers, ‘resetting’ them to the vicinity of the charge 
neutrality point. As a result, the Dirac-like character observed near charge neutrality 
reappears after each integer filling. Measurement of the in-plane magnetic field 
dependence of the chemical potential near filling factor one reveals a large 
spontaneous magnetization, further substantiating this picture of a cascade of 
symmetry breaking. The sequence of phase transitions and Dirac revivals is observed 
at temperatures well above the onset of the superconducting and correlated 
insulating states. This indicates that the state that we report here, with its strongly 
broken electronic flavour symmetry and revived Dirac-like electronic character, is 
important in the physics of magic-angle graphene, forming the parent state out of 
which the more fragile superconducting and correlated insulating ground states 
emerge.

When a system of interacting electrons is cooled to low temperatures, 
it gradually loses its high-energy degrees of freedom while developing 
correlations that give rise to new collective degrees of freedom. The 
result is a hierarchy of energy scales, where the effective degrees of 
freedom at each scale are built out of a subset of those of the preceding 
scale. Understanding the effective degrees of freedom and their corre-
lations at higher energies is therefore foundational for understanding 
more fragile states that emerge at lower energies.

The recent discovery that twisted bilayer graphene (TBG) exhibits 
correlated insulating3, superconducting4,5 and ferromagnetic7,8 phases 
has opened a playground for studying such strongly correlated states. 
For twist angles that approach a ‘magic angle’ (MA) of about 1.1°, the 
bands were predicted1,2 to narrow down markedly1,9,10, leading to a vari-
ety of possible symmetry-breaking ground states11–17. These bands, 
identified directly by spectroscopic18–20 and capacitive measurements21, 
were shown to broaden substantially owing to interactions22–24, and to 
exhibit correlation-induced gaps at the Fermi energy22,23,25 as well as 
lattice symmetry breaking22,23,25. Yet a key question remains: what is 

the nature of the correlated state at energy scales comparable to the 
band width that gives rise to the low-energy many-body ground states?

In this work, using scanning measurements of the local electronic 
compressibility, we show that the energy bands of magic-angle twisted 
bilayer graphene (MATBG) undergo a dramatic transformation near 
integer fillings. Starting at the charge neutrality point (CNP), the four 
spin/valley flavours exhibit a Dirac-like character. However, as integer 
fillings are approached, sharp transitions occur in which a single flavour 
takes all the carriers from its partially filled peers, ‘resetting’ them to 
the vicinity of the CNP. This results in a Sisyphean band filling—the 
electrons attempt to fill all flavours symmetrically, yet repeatedly slip 
back to the Dirac point, reviving their Dirac-like character. Near these 
transitions, the compressibility reveals an asymmetry of the electronic 
state: the compressibility is high below any of the transitions, and drops 
precipitously above them. This behaviour is observed at temperatures 
well above the onset of the correlated insulator and superconducting 
states, demonstrating that the state we reveal here—with its strongly 
broken electronic flavour symmetry and revived Dirac-like electronic 
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character—is the parent state of the superconducting and correlated 
insulating ground states at lower energies.

Our devices consist of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)-encapsulated 
TBG26,27, placed over a local metallic back-gate3,4. The main device stud-
ied in this paper (sample A, Fig. 1a) features a large (5 μm × 5 μm) area for 
imaging compressibility and multiple contacts for transport characteri-
zation. The results are reproduced in a second sample (sample B). The 
local twist angles in these samples together span a range from below to 
above the MA. Figure 1b shows the four-probe longitudinal resistance 
of sample A versus carrier density, n (controlled by the back-gate volt-
age, VBG), and parallel magnetic field, B||, at a temperature of T = 50 mK. 
These measurements exhibit insulating peaks when the flat bands are 
completely full or empty, namely when the filling fraction ν ≡ n/(ns/4) 
equals ±4 (n is the electron density, ns corresponds to the density of 
four electrons per moiré unit cell), and at half-filling, ν = ±2. Incipient 
superconductivity appears as resistance drops on the electron-doped 
side of ν = 2 (up to B|| ⪅ 0.5 T) and on the hole-doped side of ν = −2 (up 
to B|| ⪅ 1 T), similar to the observed phenomenology in MA samples4,5. 
Transport through various pairs of contacts shows spatial variations 
of ns across the device, reflecting approximately 10% (0.1°) modula-
tions of the twist angle (Supplementary Information section 5). This 
is confirmed more clearly by the local imaging measurements below.

Inverse compressibility is imaged with a nanotube-based scanning 
single electron transistor28,29 (SET). Keeping the TBG grounded, the 
SET monitors the local electrostatic potential modulation above the 
TBG in response to back-gate voltage modulation. This yields the local 

inverse compressibility, dμ/dn (Supplementary Information section 
2; here μ is the chemical potential). A typical trace of dμ/dn versus n, 
measured at T = 4 K and twist angle θ = 0.99° (black, Fig. 1c) features 
sharp dμ/dn peaks at ν = ±4, originating from the energy gaps between 
the flat bands and the higher-energy bands, as well as increased dμ/dn 
around the CNP corresponding to Dirac-like behaviour. Integrating 
this curve yields μ versus n (blue, Fig. 1c), which reveals the energy gaps 
as jumps in μ, and the Dirac-like behaviour as a n -like dependence 
around the CNP.

We characterize the varying twist angle across the sample30,31 by 
spatially tracking the back-gate voltage, VBG(r), which corresponds to 
the dμ/dn peak at ν = 4 (r is the spatial position). From this we deduce 
ns(r) = ϵVBG(r)/d and the local twist angle θ r a n r( ) = ( ) 3 /8s  (d is the 
atomic force microscope (AFM)-measured back-gate distance, 
ϵ = 3.3 ± 0.5 is the hBN dielectric constant, and a = 0.246 nm is the gra-
phene lattice constant). Figure 1d shows dμ/dn measured versus the 
spatial coordinate, Y, along a line-cut across the sample (dashed red 
line), and versus VBG. The ν = 4 peak shifts from VBG = 5.4 V at the sample 
centre to VBG = 6.5 V near its top edge, corresponding to an approxi-
mately 10% change in θ (top axis). This variation occurs in discrete 
steps, reflecting domains with constant θ within the sample, consistent 
with recent observations31. Mapping θ across the entire accessible area 
(Fig. 1e) shows a terraced θ landscape, with constant-θ domains a few 
hundred nanometres in size. Since our measurements are local, the 
variation of θ across the sample enables a systematic study of the angle 
dependence of the physics.
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Fig. 1 | Measurement setup and device characterization. a, Twisted bilayer 
graphene (TBG) encapsulated between top and bottom hBN (blue), placed  
on a metallic back-gate (purple) and contacted by side contacts (yellow).  
We image the inverse electronic compressibility, dμ/dn, using a scanning 
nanotube-based single electron transistor (SET; inset). (Here μ is the chemical 
potential of the carriers in the TBG and n is their density.) The SET measures the 
local δμ in response to a density modulation, δn, produced by an a.c. voltage on 
the back-gate, δVBG (see Supplementary Information section 2). In these 
measurements the TBG is kept grounded, and a d.c. back-gate voltage, VBG, sets 
the overall n. Some measurements use a parallel magnetic field, B||, whose 
orientation is indicated by the orange arrow. b, Four-probe resistance, R, 
measured using the top four contacts (left inset) as a function of carrier 
density, n, and B||, at T = 50 mK. The ±ns/2 labels on the top axis mark half-filled 
valence and conduction flat bands. c, Characteristic dμ/dn (black trace) and  
μ (blue trace, obtained by integrating the former) measured as function of n,  

at T = 4 K. Arrows mark the charge neutrality point (CNP) and the gaps 
separating the flat bands from the higher-energy dispersive bands.  
d, Measurement of dμ/dn as a function of a spatial coordinate, Y, along a 
line-cut across the sample (red dashed line, inset) and VBG focusing on the peak 
at of dμ/dn that corresponds to a full flat band (n = ns). The local twist angle, θ, is 
obtained directly from the back-gate voltage at which this peak appears (see 
text), and is indicated in the top y axis. In the centre of the sample, θ is rather 
homogeneous and smaller than the magic angle. In the top part of the sample, θ 
climbs in steps (fixed-θ domains) towards the MA. e, Spatial map of the twist 
angle, θ (covering the black dashed region in the inset), determined in a similar 
fashion to d but from a three-dimensional measurement of dμ/d n as a function 
of VBG, X and Y (Supplementary Information section 4). A terraced landscape 
with constant-θ domains is visible. All measurements shown in the figure were 
performed on sample A.
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The electronic compressibility shows interesting features near inte-
ger moiré fillings, which emerge in a narrow twist angle range around 
the MA (Fig. 2). We first study the compressibility at finite B||, where 
features at odd fillings (ν = 1, 3) are strengthened, and then proceed to 
B|| = 0. Figure 2a plots a colour map of dμ/dn, measured at B|| = 12 T, as 
a function of ν and the spatial coordinate, Y, along the same line-cut as 
in Fig. 1d. Along this line-cut, θ gradually climbs towards the MA (right 
y axis). We define the ν axis by separately normalizing the density at 
each Y with respect to the local moiré band density, ν n n Y= /( ( )/4)s . 
Figure 2b features selected curves from this spatial evolution with 
θ = 0.99°–1.07° (offset for clarity) together with curves from sample B 
with θ = 1.13°–1.31°, covering angles from below to above the MA. At 
θ = 0.99°, dμ/dn shows a sharp jump near ν = 2, and a symmetric peak 
above ν = 3. As θ increases towards θ = 1.13°, these features evolve into 
a cascade of asymmetric sawtooth features: approaching the integers 
ν = 1, 2, 3 from below, dμ/dn drops gradually (to high compressibility), 
jumps up sharply (to low compressibility) near each integer ν, and then 
decreases gradually again. These asymmetric sawtooth-like features 
are fundamentally different from the signature of a gap, which corre-
sponds to a jump in the chemical potential, μ, and therefore to a narrow 
symmetric peak in dμ/dn. A similar cascade of sawtooth features 
appears in both samples, demonstrating the robustness of the phe-
nomena. When the angle reaches θ = 1.31° the sawtooth features com-
pletely disappear and the compressibility is rather featureless.

We note that all the observed sawtooth features point away from 
the CNP. Moreover, while showing an approximate mirror symmetry 
about the CNP, they are clearly asymmetric with respect to the centres 
of the conduction and valence flat bands (ν = 2, −2): dμ/dn at |ν| = 2 + x 
is radically different from dμ/dn at |ν| = 2 − x. This emphasizes the 
unique role of the CNP, and strongly indicates that an asymmetry of 
the single-particle dispersion around the centres of the conduction 
and valence bands is essential for the observed asymmetry.

The high value of dμ/dn immediately after the jumps and its subse-
quent gradual decrease with n resemble the behaviour of dμ/dn around 
the CNP, suggesting a revival of Dirac-like electronic character after 
each integer filling. This is also apparent by comparing the μ(n) traces 
measured at θ = 0.99°, 1.05° (Fig. 2c): at θ = 0.99°, μ(n) features a  

n-like dependence around the CNP, characteristic of a Dirac-like dis-
persion, but then climbs roughly linearly as the flat band is filled.  
In contrast, at θ = 1.05° a n-like dependence re-emerges after every 
integer filling.

At ν = 2, 3, sawtooth features appear at small θ, and as the MA is 
approached they increase in magnitude and move towards exact integer 
fillings. In contrast, the ν = 1, –1, –2 sawtooth features emerge only at 
larger twist angles, suggesting that holes need larger θ than electrons 
to exhibit this behaviour.

Close to the MA the sawtooth features also appear at zero magnetic 
field. Figure 2d shows a dμ/dn trace measured at θ = 1.13° and B|| = 0, 
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Fig. 2 | Asymmetric sawtooth features in inverse compressibility. a, dμ/dn 
measured as a function of ν and spatial position Y in sample A (along the same 
line-cut as in Fig. 1d; dashed line in the inset) at B|| = 12 T and T = 50 mK. The local 
twist angle changes along this line-cut, as indicated on the right y axis. The 
filling factor ν is determined by the local ns(Y). b, Selected dμ/dn traces from  
a (sample A, T = 50 mK) together with traces from sample B (T = 4 K), with their 
corresponding θ labelled (offset for clarity). An asymmetric cascade of 
sawtooth features is apparent, consistent between the two samples. This 
structure appears in a relatively narrow twist angle range around the MA.  

All curves are measured at B|| = 12 T apart from that of θ = 1.07°, which was 
measured at B|| = 10 T. c, The chemical potential μ as function of ν, obtained by 
integrating the traces in b that correspond to θ = 0.99° and 1.05°, offset for 
clarity. Near the CNP, in both curves μ increases in a n-like fashion owing to the 
Dirac-like dispersion. In the larger-θ curve this n-like dependence reappears 
at all integer ν, demonstrating the revival of Dirac-like behaviour at the Fermi 
level (overall slope uncertainty is discussed in Supplementary Information 
section 3). The horizontal black lines are equidistant in μ. d, dμ/dn versus ν 
measured in sample B at B|| = 0 T, T = 4 K and θ = 1.13°.
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exhibiting asymmetric sawtooth features with sharp jumps of dμ/dn. 
Moreover, dμ/dn becomes negative before all integer fillings of the con-
duction flat band32, a clear signature of strong electronic interactions.

The systematic B|| dependence of dμ/dn at θ = 1.05° is shown in Fig. 3a. 
dμ/dn hardly changes with B|| around the CNP, but exhibits an even–odd 
dependence around integer fillings: at even fillings the sawtooth weakens 
(ν = −2) or hardly changes (ν = 2) with B||, whereas at odd fillings (ν = 1, 3) it 
strengthens with B||. This reflects alternating spin polarizations as integer 
fillings are crossed, consistent with previous transport observations3–6.

The prominent magnetic-field dependence of the sawtooth feature 
around ν = 1 allows us to study its energetics more closely. Figure 3b 
shows μ as a function of ν for various B||. At every ν, μ depends approxi-
mately linearly on B||, but with a different slope (Fig. 3b, top inset). By 
Maxwell’s relation we know that dM||/dn ≡ −dμ/dB||, thus these measure-
ments allow us to determine the differential magnetization, dM||/dn, 
directly. Figure 3b, bottom inset, plots dM||/dn as a function of ν for 
θ = 1.05° and 0.99°. At θ = 1.05°, dM||/dn is nearly zero over a finite range 
around ν = 0, then rises slowly with ν, and near ν = 1 rapidly increases to 
dM||/dn ≈ (4.5 ± 0.3)μB, followed by a sharp drop to near zero (here μB 
is the Bohr magneton). This large dM||/dn indicates a rapid build-up of 
magnetization near ν = 1. The linear B|| dependence of μ, observed to the 
lowest B|| (Fig. 3b, top inset), suggests that the system has spontaneous 
magnetization near and above ν = 1. In contrast, for θ = 0.99° we see 
that dM||/dn ≈ 0 throughout the entire filling factor range (see also Sup-
plementary Information section 8), emphasizing that the emergence 
of flavour symmetry breaking and magnetization near ν = 1 depends 
sensitively on the proximity of θ to the MA.

Finally, we show the temperature dependence of dμ/dn in Fig. 3c. 
The sawtooth features remain strong even at the highest temperature 

achievable in our scanning setup, T = 16 K, and extrapolate to zero at 
T ≈ 30 K (Supplementary Information section 12), seven times higher 
than the temperatures where insulating behaviour commences in trans-
port measurements3,5,6,33,34. Independently, we estimate the energy 
scale associated with the Dirac revivals from the measured depth of the 
kinks in μ (Fig. 2d), obtaining Δμ ≈ 4 mV. This substantially exceeds the 
activation energies measured in transport3,5,6, which were associated 
with correlated gaps, but is comparable to the scale over which ‘strange 
metal’ behaviour was observed in transport33,34. This suggests that the 
Dirac revivals underlie the high-energy correlated state of this system.

These robust features of the compressibility call for a theoretical 
understanding. Many features of our data are captured surprisingly well 
within a simple model that includes certain key elements but ignores 
many details of the complex electronic structure of the flat moiré bands. 
A typical calculated band structure (Fig. 4a) shows a strong asymmetry 
of the conduction and valence flat bands around their centres, evolving 
from a Dirac-like density of states (DOS) at the CNP to a massive DOS 
near the band edges. We believe that two features of this band structure 
are responsible for the observed behaviour: the strong dependence 
of the DOS on filling, and its inherent asymmetry about the centre 
of the conduction (or valence) band. We capture these features in a 
stripped-down model, which replaces the DOS by a linear function 
that terminates abruptly at the band edges (Fig. 4a, right). We assume 
a contact repulsive interaction, which is independent of the spin/valley 
flavour index, and solve the model within the Hartree–Fock approxima-
tion, allowing for spin/valley symmetry breaking via an unequal popu-
lation of different flavours (see Supplementary Information sections 
10, 15 for details and a discussion of the applicability and limitations 
of these approximations).
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A typical result for dμ/dn for an interaction strength comparable to 
the band width is shown in Fig. 4b. The resemblance to the experimental 
data is apparent, with asymmetric sawtooth-like features appearing 
at integer values of ν, preceded by sharp drops of dμ/dn to zero. The 
corresponding μ (Fig. 4c) also captures the main features of the experi-
ments (Fig. 2d, c). Figure 4d shows the population of the individual 
flavours versus the total filling factor, revealing a cascade of phase 
transitions with increasing carrier density. For intermediate interac-
tion strengths, near charge neutrality, all four flavours are populated 
equally. In this specific example there are first-order transitions near 
ν = 1 and ν = 2, where one flavour becomes nearly filled, while the other 
flavours are pushed downwards towards charge neutrality. Closely 
after these transitions, there are ‘Lifshitz’ transitions, where the filling 
of the majority flavour reaches 1. This Lifshitz transition explains the 
sawtooth features in dμ/dn: before the transition, the density of states 
at the Fermi level is dominated by the massive majority flavour, whereas 
after the transition it is strongly decreased owing to the Dirac character 
of the remaining flavours whose occupations are reset to near the CNP. 
Depending on model details, the first-order and Lifshitz transitions 
may coincide and the majority flavour may jump directly to full filling  

(Supplementary Information section 11). Flavour polarization may also 
be initiated by a second-order transition (for example, preceding ν = 3 
in Fig. 4d). In our model, the sharp dips where dμ/dn approaches zero 
appear at the first-order phase transitions, and reflect a spatial breakup 
of the system into domains of the corresponding phases.

For stronger interaction, the spin/valley symmetry may be broken 
even at charge neutrality (see Supplementary Information section 11), 
but there is no corresponding evidence for that in our experiments, 
and thus we focus on intermediate interaction strengths, where in 
our model the ν = 0 state is valley and spin symmetric. In the Supple-
mentary Information we discuss extensions of this minimal model, 
including a more complex DOS with van Hove singularities (Supple-
mentary Information section 12) or long-range Coulomb interactions 
(Supplementary Information section 16). While details of the computed 
dμ/dn change, the overall features remain similar to those obtained 
from the simple model.

Our experiments and corresponding theory predict that the flavour 
symmetry will be broken with a 4-, 3-, 2-, 1-fold degeneracy following 
fillings of ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 (Supplementary Information section 17). This 
was indeed observed experimentally3–6,31 (with one possible excep-
tion, above ν = 1, possibly due to the rather sparse and inconclusive 
data). It also predicts that the Landau fans will always point away from 
the CNP11, except at ν = 4 where they should point towards the CNP 
(Supplementary Information section 17), reproducing experimental 
observations3–6,31. Another consequence of Dirac revivals is that cor-
related gaps will appear at integer filling only if the Dirac spectrum is 
gapped11,15,17, suggesting a possible connection between a gap at the CNP 
and the correlated gaps at integer filling factors. From our data we can 
place an upper bound of approximately 1 meV on a possible thermo-
dynamic gap hidden within our experimental resolution, consistent 
with the 0.14–0.9 meV activation gaps measured so far in transport3–6.

The observed cascade of sharp asymmetric compressibility features 
is naturally interpreted in terms of breaking of the spin/valley sym-
metries at these fillings, which revives the Dirac-like character of the 
carriers after each transition. These features appear at temperatures 
far above the onset of the superconducting and correlated insulating 
states, indicating that the state observed here is the high-energy cor-
related state from which superconductors and insulators emerge at 
lower temperatures.
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